PRESS RELEASE

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
TRIANGLE HAS BEEN AN INDEPENDENT BRAND FOR A YEAR NOW, AND IS
PRESENTING A SIGNATURE WASHED WOOL COLLECTION TO MARK THE OCCASION
ROTTENDORF, 17 May 2016
TRIANGLE has been an independent brand for a year now, and to mark the occasion is presenting a small, very
fine signature washed wool collection in September. This unique boiled wool material is both light to wear, and yet
pleasantly warming when the first cooler days of early autumn are upon us. As a daily companion, it is easy to
combine in lots of different ways.
The TRIANGLE Anniversary collection consists of five selected favourite pieces in a feminine minimalism: a casual
poncho coat mix that can be worn both indoors and out, a pencil skirt with a decorative slit, a long waistcoat with a
lapel collar, and a dress and jumper with a minimum mandarin collar and modern kimono sleeves. The items are all
available in a trendy stone grey mélange and a smoky blue. Voluminous, clear cuts and open edges demonstrate
the customary relaxed TRIANGLE easiness, which make these washed wool looks the absolute must-haves for the
autumn.
The relaxed anniversary styles in sizes 38 to 50 will be available from September. Retail prices range from € 89.99
to € 129.99.

BRAND INFORMATION
TRIANGLE makes fashion in which women feel comfortable. And only those who feel at ease can actually exude
this level of self-confidence. The brand offers casual chic with easy-going, feminine coolness ensuring that
women always feel fashionable and well-dressed – thanks to comfortable fits which go well with individual
lifestyles, figures and tastes. Yet the look is effortless and easy, thereby bearing a unique signature. Signature
pieces in the collection can be styled to versatile signature looks for any occasion and which underline the
personality of the individual wearer. The collections are complemented by special theme capsules and matching
accessories such as bags, fashion jewellery, scarves and belts.
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